WOOD STRIPPER: 50420

PRODUCT FEATURES:
- Removes exterior stains
- Removes clear finishes
- Removes weathered latex finishes

Storm System Wood Stripper is a concentrated product for the removal of oil based stains, clear finishes, water based stains and latex products. Wood Stripper provides excellent results and does not contain any bleach, chlorinated solvents, acids or any ozone depleting ingredients. Use this product in place of ineffective bleach products or hazardous solvent based compounds. It is a proven stripper of stains, finishes and discolorations that are caused by sunlight, moisture, mold, mildew and ground in dirt and grease on natural wood surfaces.

Concentrated formula – makes up to 5 gallons • Does not contain bleach • Use on stained/painted wood

The Storm System is designed to stand up to whatever comes down. Whether it’s months of baking sunlight and damaging ultraviolet rays, seemingly endless rain or brutal winters marked by ongoing cycles of freezing and thawing, there’s a Storm System finish engineered to withstand it. Using familiar weather color-coding and phrases, the Storm System is organized in five categories based on the level of opacity, degree of UV protection and typical longevity of each finish. It really couldn’t be any more clear.
WOOD BRIGHTENER / NEUTRALIZER: 10310

PRODUCT FEATURES:
- Brightens exterior wood
- Removes rust stains
- Neutralizes surface

Storm System Wood Brightener/Neutralizer is a concentrated product for brightening exterior, natural wood surfaces that have darkened. Wood Brightener/Neutralizer is ideal for use on cedar, redwood and other tannin woods. This product provides excellent results and does not contain any bleach, chlorinated solvents or any ozone depleting ingredients.

Concentrated formula – makes up to 8 gallons • Does not contain bleach • Use on bare wood

discolored wood • More effective than bleach or acid

Storm System Wood Restorer is a concentrated product for cleaning and restoring exterior, natural wood surfaces, including cedar, redwood, pressure treated, pine and oak fencing, decks and siding. This product provides excellent results and does not contain any bleach, chlorinated solvents, acids or any ozone depleting ingredients. Use Wood Restorer in place of ineffective bleach products or hazardous solvent based compounds. It is a proven restorer for gray and discolored wood with stains caused by moisture, mold, mildew, tannin, U.V damage, dirt, natural weathering and aging.

Concentrated formula – makes up to 8 gallons • Does not contain bleach • Use on bare wood

WOOD RESTORER: 20410

PRODUCT FEATURES:
- Extremely powerful formula
- Restores gray,

ALL SURFACE CLEANER: 30210

PRODUCT FEATURES:
- Removes dirt & stains
- Ideal general maintenance cleaner
- Safe for existing finishes

Storm System All Surface Cleaner is a concentrated product for cleaning exterior, natural wood surfaces, including cedar, redwood, pressure treated, pine and oak fencing, decks and siding. It can also be used on concrete, masonry, vinyl siding and more. This product provides excellent results and does not contain chlorinated solvents, acids or any ozone depleting ingredients. Use All Surface Cleaner in place of ineffective bleach products or hazardous solvent based compounds. It is a proven cleaner for gray and discolored substrates with stains caused by moisture, mold, mildew, tannin, U.V damage, dirt, natural weathering and aging.

Concentrated formula – makes up to 8 gallons • Use on bare or coated wood, concrete, stucco, vinyl & more

ALL SURFACE MOLD & MILDEW STAIN REMOVER: 40210

PRODUCT FEATURES:
- Removes mold & mildew stains
- Removes algae & water stains
- Use in place of harsh acids

Storm System Mold & Mildew Stain Remover is a concentrated product for cleaning and restoring exterior, natural wood surfaces including: cedar, redwood, pressure treated, pine and oak fencing, decks & siding, as well as painted surfaces. It can also be used on concrete, masonry, vinyl siding and more. This product provides excellent results and does not contain any acids, petroleum distillates or any ozone depleting ingredients. Use Mold & Mildew Stain Remover in place of harsh acids or hazardous solvent based compounds. It is a proven remover of graying and stains caused by moisture, mold, mildew, tannin, U.V damage, dirt, natural weathering and aging.

Concentrated formula – makes up to 8 gallons • Use on bare or coated wood, concrete, stucco, vinyl & more
WOOD BRIGHTENER / NEUTRALIZER: 10310

PRODUCT FEATURES:
- Brightens exterior wood
- Removes rust stains
- Neutralizes surface

Storm System Wood Brightener/Neutralizer is a concentrated product for brightening exterior, natural wood surfaces that have darkened. Wood Brightener/Neutralizer is ideal for use on cedar, redwood and other tannin woods. This product provides excellent results and does not contain any bleach, chlorinated solvents or any ozone depleting ingredients.

Concentrated formula – makes up to 8 gallons • Does not contain bleach • Use on bare wood

discolored wood • More effective than bleach or acid

Storm System Wood Restorer is a concentrated product for cleaning and restoring exterior, natural wood surfaces; including cedar, redwood, pressure treated, pine and oak fencing, decks and siding. This product provides excellent results and does not contain any bleach, chlorinated solvents, acids or any ozone depleting ingredients. Use Wood Restorer in place of ineffective bleach products or hazardous solvent based compounds. It is a proven restorer for gray and discolored wood with stains caused by moisture, mold, mildew, tannin, U.V damage, dirt, natural weathering and aging.

Concentrated formula – makes up to 8 gallons • Does not contain bleach • Use on bare wood

ALL SURFACE CLEANER: 30210

PRODUCT FEATURES:
- Removes dirt & stains
- Ideal general maintenance cleaner
- Safe for existing finishes

Storm System All Surface Cleaner is a concentrated product for cleaning exterior, natural wood surfaces; including cedar, redwood, pressure treated, pine and oak fencing, decks and siding. It can also be used on concrete, masonry, vinyl siding and more. This product provides excellent results and does not contain chlorinated solvents, acids or any ozone depleting ingredients. Use All Surface Cleaner in place of ineffective bleach products or hazardous solvent based compounds. It is a proven cleaner for gray and discolored substrates with stains caused by moisture, mold, mildew, tannin, U.V damage, dirt, natural weathering and aging.

Concentrated formula – makes up to 8 gallons • Use on bare or coated wood, concrete, stucco, vinyl & more

WOOD RESTORER: 20410

PRODUCT FEATURES:
- Extremely powerful formula
- Restores gray, discolored wood

Storm System Wood Restorer is a concentrated product for cleaning and restoring exterior, natural wood surfaces; including cedar, redwood, pressure treated, pine and oak fencing, decks and siding. This product provides excellent results and does not contain any bleach, chlorinated solvents, acids or any ozone depleting ingredients. Use Wood Restorer in place of ineffective bleach products or hazardous solvent based compounds. It is a proven restorer for gray and discolored wood with stains caused by moisture, mold, mildew, tannin, U.V damage, dirt, natural weathering and aging.

Concentrated formula – makes up to 8 gallons • Use on bare or coated wood, concrete, stucco, vinyl & more

ALL SURFACE MOLD & MILDEW STAIN REMOVER: 40210

PRODUCT FEATURES:
- Removes mold & mildew stains
- Removes algae & water stains
- Use in place of harsh acids

Storm System Mold & Mildew Stain Remover is a concentrated product for cleaning and restoring exterior, natural wood surfaces including: cedar, redwood, pressure treated, pine and oak fencing, decks & siding, as well as painted surfaces. It can also be used on concrete, masonry, vinyl siding and more. This product provides excellent results and does not contain any acids, petroleum distillates or any ozone depleting ingredients. Use Mold & Mildew Stain Remover in place of harsh acids or hazardous solvent based compounds. It is a proven remover of graying and stains caused by moisture, mold, mildew, tannin, U.V damage, dirt, natural weathering and aging.

Concentrated formula – makes up to 8 gallons • Use on bare or coated wood, concrete, stucco, vinyl & more
**WOOD BRIGHTENER / NEUTRALIZER: 10310**

**PRODUCT FEATURES:**
- Brightens exterior wood
- Removes rust stains
- Neutralizes surface

Storm System Wood Brightener/Neutralizer is a concentrated product for brightening exterior, natural wood surfaces that have darkened. Wood Brightener/Neutralizer is ideal for use on cedar, redwood and other tannin woods. This product provides excellent results and does not contain any bleach, chlorinated solvents or any ozone depleting ingredients.

*Concentrated formula – makes up to 8 gallons • Does not contain bleach • Use on bare wood*

**ALL SURFACE CLEANER: 30210**

**PRODUCT FEATURES:**
- Removes dirt & stains
- Ideal general maintenance cleaner
- Safe for existing finishes

Storm System All Surface Cleaner is concentrated product for cleaning exterior, natural wood surfaces; including cedar, redwood, pressure treated, pine and oak fencing, decks and siding. It can also be used on concrete, masonry, vinyl siding and more. This product provides excellent results and does not contain chlorinated solvents, acids or any ozone depleting ingredients. Use All Surface Cleaner in place of ineffective bleach products or hazardous solvent based compounds. It is a proven cleaner for gray and discolored substrates with stains caused by moisture, mold, mildew, tannin, U.V damage, dirt, natural weathering and aging.

*Concentrated formula – makes up to 8 gallons • Use on bare or coated wood, concrete, stucco, vinyl & more*

**WOOD RESTORER: 20410**

**PRODUCT FEATURES:**
- Extremely powerful formula
- Restores gray, discolored wood
- More effective than bleach or acid

Storm System Wood Restorer is a concentrated product for cleaning and restoring exterior, natural wood surfaces; including cedar, redwood; pressure treated, pine and oak fencing, decks and siding. This product provides excellent results and does not contain any bleach, chlorinated solvents, acids or any ozone depleting ingredients. Use Wood Restorer in place of ineffective bleach products or hazardous solvent based compounds. It is a proven restorer for gray and discolored wood with stains caused by moisture, mold, mildew, tannin, U.V damage, dirt, natural weathering and aging.

*Concentrated formula – makes up to 8 gallons • Does not contain bleach • Use on bare wood*

**ALL SURFACE MOLD & MILDEW STAIN REMOVER: 40210**

**PRODUCT FEATURES:**
- Removes mold & mildew stains
- Removes algae & water stains
- Use in place of harsh acids

Storm System Mold & Mildew Stain Remover is a concentrated product for cleaning and restoring exterior, natural wood surfaces including: cedar, redwood, pressure treated, pine and oak fencing, decks & siding, as well as painted surfaces. It can also be used on concrete, masonry, vinyl siding and more. This product provides excellent results and does not contain any acids, petroleum distillates or any ozone depleting ingredients. Use Mold & Mildew Stain Remover in place of harsh acids or hazardous solvent based compounds. It is a proven remover of graying and stains caused by moisture, mold, mildew, tannin, U.V damage, dirt, natural weathering and aging.

*Concentrated formula – makes up to 8 gallons • Use on bare or coated wood, concrete, stucco, vinyl & more*
WOOD STRIPPER: 50420

PRODUCT FEATURES:
Removes exterior stains • Removes clear finishes • Removes weathered latex finishes

Storm System Wood Stripper is a concentrated product for the removal of oil-based stains, clear finishes, water-based stains and latex products. Wood Stripper provides excellent results and does not contain any bleach, chlorinated solvents, acids or any ozone-depleting ingredients. Use this product in place of ineffective bleach products or hazardous solvent-based compounds. It is a proven stripper of stains, finishes and discolorations that are caused by sunlight, moisture, mold, mildew and ground in dirt and grease on natural wood surfaces.

Concentrated formula – makes up to 5 gallons • Does not contain bleach • Use on stained/painted wood

The Storm System is designed to stand up to whatever comes down. Whether it’s months of baking sunlight and damaging ultraviolet rays, seemingly endless rain or brutal winters marked by ongoing cycles of freezing and thawing, there’s a Storm System finish engineered to withstand it. Using familiar weather-color-coding and phrases, the Storm System is organized in five categories based on the level of opacity, degree of UV protection and typical longevity of each finish. It really couldn’t be any more clear.

Once your Deck and SIDING are properly cleaned, now it’s ready for Storm System.

Storm System® by California Paints

Corporate Headquarters & Manufacturing
150 Dascomb Road | Andover, MA 01810

PHONE: 844-GO-STORM | EMAIL: goStorm@stormsystem.com
FAX: 800.533.6788 | www.stormsystem.com

A healthy respect for nature
All Storm System products are engineered with the environment in mind and are OTC/VOC compliant. For protection against nature. And for nature.

Storm System is a registered trademark of California Products Corporation. ©2014 California Paints. All rights reserved.
WOOD STRIPPER: 50420

PRODUCT FEATURES:
- Removes exterior stains
- Removes clear finishes
- Removes weathered latex finishes

Storm System Wood Stripper is a concentrated product for the removal of oil based stains, clear finishes, water based stains and latex products. Wood Stripper provides excellent results and does not contain any bleach, chlorinated solvents, acids or any ozone depleting ingredients. Use this product in place of ineffective bleach products or hazardous solvent based compounds. It is a proven stripper of stains, finishes and discolorations that are caused by sunlight, moisture, mold, mildew and ground in dirt and grease on natural wood surfaces.

Concentrated formula – makes up to 5 gallons • Does not contain bleach • Use on stained/painted wood

The Storm System is designed to stand up to whatever comes down. Whether it’s months of baking sunlight and damaging ultraviolet rays, seemingly endless rain or brutal winters marked by ongoing cycles of freezing and thawing, there’s a Storm System finish engineered to withstand it. Using familiar weather color-coding and phrases, the Storm System is organized in five categories based on the level of opacity, degree of UV protection and typical longevity of each finish. It really couldn’t be any more clear.

**Before & After**

**PRODUCT FEATURES:**
- Removes exterior stains
- Removes clear finishes
- Removes weathered latex finishes

**STORM SYSTEM®** by California Paints

Corporate Headquarters & Manufacturing
150 Dascomb Road | Andover, MA 01810

PHONE: 844-GO-STORM | EMAIL: goStorm@stormsystem.com
FAX: 800.533.6788 | www.stormsystem.com

**A healthy respect for nature**

All Storm System products are engineered with the environment in mind and are OTC/VOC compliant. For protection against nature. And for nature.

Storm System is a registered trademark of California Products Corporation. ©2014 California Paints. All rights reserved.